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Effect of weak interactions on T c a ho : size of BEC cloud
• ⇒ interactions lead to smaller T c
Results for ∆T c
Historical results for ∆T c :
• ∆T c ∝ a
1/2
Lee and Yang 57 Glassgold et al. 60 Toyoda 82
Huang 99
Huang 64
• ∆T c ∝ a ln a 
Mean field analysis
• Hartree Fock self-energy:
• modified relation between density and chemical potential:
• shift in T c is correlation effect!
How to calculate ∆T c
• Calculate change in density ∆n c at critical point:
• Greens-function expression for density:
Need only consider ω = 0 sector
IR breakdown of perturbation theory
• Second order perturbation theory for Σ(k, 0):
• breakdown of perturbation theory at scale
Scaling form of the self energy
Limiting behavior of self energy: • renormalizability required: physical quantities can be expressed in terms of a finite number of couplings, defined at arbitrary scaleλ
• bare correlations functions independent of λ ⇒ connection between renormalized correlation functions and renormalized couplings
• very successful in calculation of critical exponents
• effectively sets k c = ∞ ⇒ cannot describe short-wavelength regime k k c "Wilsonian" RG:
• idea: integrate out degrees of freedom in steps and rescale.
• renormalizability not required (UV cutoff finite due to lattice)
• best method for one-loop calculations, but difficult beyond one loop
• application to Bose gas: Bijlsma, Stoof (1996) ; Anderson, Strickland (1999) Functional RG (="exact" RG)
Modern implementation of Wilsonian RG: original idea: Wegner, Houghton (1973); Polchinski (1984).
• Wilsonian effective action: integrate over short wavelength modes and rescale
• integrate over short-wavelength part:
• rescale field and momenta: φ < (k ) = ζφ < (e −l k ).
change of S Λ {φ } due to infinitesimal change in Λ leads to formally exact functional equation for momentum-dependent vertices of effective action technical problem: ambiguities for sharp cutoff:
One-particle irreducible version of exact RG several alternative formulations of exact RG, using different types of generating functionals:
1. generating functional G c {J} of connected correlation functions.
2. generating functional of amputated connected correlation functions. 
Effective action for interacting bosons
Effective action with cutoff Λ 0
Quantum mechanics is irrelevant for classical critical phenomena
rescaled classical one-particle irreducible vertices (with l = − ln(Λ/Λ 0 )):
Exact flow equation for irreducible vertices
General hierachical structure of flow equations:
Two contributions: rescaling and integrating out high momentum slice and so on... need truncation!! Simplest truncation: relevant couplings
flow equations:
Wilson-Fisher fixed point:
Cross-over scale:
Exact RG equation for self-energy
Need: momentum-dependence of self-energy. Exact flow equation:
Need "only" to calculate 4-point vertex and η l Momentum-dependent self-energy: RG result dimensionless self-energy at RG fixed point (l → ∞):
Result for T c shift
In very good agreement with Why is RG so accurate?
• Both the critical regime x 1 and the perturbative regime x ≥ 1 contribute to c 1
• main contribution from x ≈ 1
• error due to η * ≈ 0.104 (as compared with η MC * ≈ 0.038) negligible
Including the 6-point vertex -results for η: 
